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Here are some sample diagrams in both xymatrix and in tikz. I’ve only provided
very basic written description of how to produce them—the idea is that you should
look at the different variations in the source code and mess around with it until
you see what works.

XYMatrix. First, xymatrix: To use xymatrix, you create a matrix of entries and
then use their relative position in the matrix to specify how the arrows link them
up. The arrows can be easily labeled.

The basic xymatrix command is \xymatrix{}. It requires the package xy, and I
usually pass the “all” option. To center a diagram, include it as a “display math”1

element by enclosing the whole command in \[ . . . \].
Here’s a basic diagram with no arrows:

X Y Z

U V

The line break is created with \\ and the column breaks with &. Here’s the same
diagram with a number of added arrows:

X // Y Zoo

U

OO

//

>>

V

OO

Each arrow is specified separately with a command of the form \ar[d] where d is
replaced by a direction, such as u (up), d (down), l (left), r (right), or a combination
such as ul (up and left) or ull (up and two columns left).

To label an arrow, use \ar[d]^{name} or \ar[d]_{name} depending on whether
you want the label to appear on the counterclockwise or clockwise side of the arrow.
(Mostly one just experiments to find the best side.)

X
f // Y Z

goo

U

ix

OO

π //

>>

V

iy

OO

1i.e. an unlabeled equation environment
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You can do much more complicated stuff too!

∗ //

��

X

ι1

�� id

��

Y
ι2
//

22

X ∨ Y
π1

##
X

Most of the diagrams I create use xymatrix and xypic.
Troubleshooting: One of the most frequent errors in xymatrix diagrams is

having blank line before the } closing your \xymatrix command.

TikZ. TikZ is another way of inputing diagrams (and lots of other types of “pic-
tures”) directly into your latex code. There’s a matrix feature for tikz, too, but in-
stead of using it, the diagrams below feature the “positioning” library, which works
quite generally. TikZ code is inserted into your document using the tikzpicture

environment, which you can enclose in a center environment if you want it cen-
tered.

Troubleshooting: Note every line of tikz code ends in a semicolon.
To make a tikz diagram, you create “nodes” and then link them together by draw-

ing arrows. Each node has a label so you can reference it in addition to what gets
printed at the node. For example, the command \node[right=of X] (Y) {$Y$};

below says to make a node called “Y” to the right of the node called “X” and print
the output of the command $Y$ at that spot. Note everything is not in automati-
cally in mathmode, so you have to put each entry in mathmode separately—that’s
why the command has the dollar signs in it.

Here’s the basic diagram with no arrows again:

X Y Z

U V

Now we add arrows: Each is given by a \draw command indicating what nodes
to draw between.

X Y Z

U V

And now we add the labels on the arrows. Here each label is itself a node! I’ve
created a special node type called “label” that automatically typesets itself in the
middle of the path I’m drawing and uses a smaller font size.

X Y Z

U V

f g

ix iy

π
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Using tikz like this gives you a lot of flexibility. Here is a crazy diagram from a
talk I gave. I’ve added lots of fancy styles to the nodes and arrows, but the basic
syntax is as above.

BG → Perm

KEG→ KPerm

KEG→ KPerm
Φ−→ Spec

K-theory on morphisms

Lemma

This diagram would be hard to do in xymatrix.

TikZ-cd. You can also use the package tikz-cd (“tikz commutative diagram”),
which is a package built on tikz that provides an xymatrix-like set of commands.
The basic command is provided by the tikzcd environment, which is usually placed
in a \[ and \] environment to center is and put everything in mathmode.

Here’s our same diagrams again:

X Y Z

U V

The “arrow” command here is \arrow{}.

X Y Z

U V

Notice that the arrow directions are placed in curly braces { and } instead of the
square brackets [ and ] used in xymatrix.

Labels automatically appear on the left/top of arrows, but adding the “swap”
command moves them to the other side:

X Y Z

U V

f g

ix

π

iy
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And here’s another version of diagram at the end of the xymatrix section:

∗ X

Y X ∨ Y

X

ι1
id

ι2

This time it has some gratuitous arrow tails and tips in addition to the bendy
arrows. These might be nicer in with tikzcd than the default ones in xymatrix.

Troubleshooting: A blank line before your \end{tikzcd} command will create
an error, similar to the xymatrix case.
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